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Hybrid Mobile Applications
Mobile applications that combine the elements of both native applications
and web applications.
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Few popular Hybrid Mobile Applications

Source: http://blog.venturepact.com/8-high-performance-apps-you-never-knew-were-hybrid/
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Advantages of Hybrid Application Development
Write-once-run-everywhere

Sourcehttp://geospatialtraining.com/anatomy-of-a-hybrid-mobil
e-gis-application/
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Hybrid Mobile App Architecture

Source : http://geospatialtraining.com/anatomy-of-a-hybrid-mobile-gis-application/
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Vulnerability in Hybrid App
●

Hybrid apps are more vulnerable to attack than mobile apps written
in native binary code because vulnerabilities on the web is written in
JavaScript and HTML.

●

Once the vulnerabilities say malicious code gets executed, attacker
can launch the attack and steal the information.
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An Attack Example
●

An example of two applications used to scan a 2D barcode which is
inserted with a piece of Malicious code.

●

One of the apps is written in native(Java code) and the other app is
written in HTML5 based technology.

●

Let’s compare the both the apps how it works after scanning the
barcode.
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Scanned Barcode result
Native App:

Hybrid App:
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Hacking in Hybrid apps
Thus, on Native application the code is not executed it is just displayed,
Whereas on HTML5 technology based application the malicious code is
executed and launch its attack for stealing the information.
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Talk Outline
●

Hybrid Mobile Apps and Security

●

Existing solutions in our Intelligent Systems Security Lab and their
limitations

●

Motivations for this work

●

Proposed Solutions

●

Conclusions
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The HybridGuard Framework
[Phung et al., MOST’2017, Phung et al., JCS’2020]

Framework
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Hybrid Guard Policy Enforcement
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Extended HybridGuard Fine-grained Policies
[Rakesh Reddy, Master thesis 2019]
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Policy Categorised on Current Solution
●

Volume-based policy

●

Interval-based policy

●

Timeframe-based policy

●

Blacklist-based policy

●

Whitelist-based policy

●

Sequence-based policy
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Fine-grained Policy Examples

location.read

Sms.send
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Limitations of current solution and
Motivation of this work
●

●

Can enforce security policies in general but not privacy speciﬁc
○ Privacy enforcement is more important in the mobile revenue
and ecosystem.
No user experience study
○ Whether users want to enforce stricter policies
○ User concerns about their privacy

These limitations are the motivations for our current work
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Research questions
●

Are these policies useful for the users?

●

How do we build the privacy awareness to the mobile users?

●

Are these policies helpful for users on real-time?

●

Are we reaching the users expectations for authorizing advanced
features and alerting from malicious activity?
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Proposal
●

To customize the policy for the end-users such that the privacy
requirements should take control over the device resource utilization.

●

To reach the users expectations of privacy features by implementing
and injecting more security policies into the mobile applications.
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Summary
●

The research work aims at reaching users expectations for data
privacy and calibrates the security for hybrid mobile apps.

●

The research work adds more customized policies for reaching the
users expectations on privacy requirement against malicious
activities.
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